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FOREWORD

The Defense Coninunications Engineering Center (DCEC) Technical Notes
(TN ’s) are published to inform interested members of the defense coninunity
regarding technical activiti es of the Center, completed and In progress.
They are intended to stimulate thinking and encourage Information exchange;
but they do not represent an approved position or pol icy of DCEC, and
should not be used as authoritative guidance for related planning and/or
further action.

Comments or technical inquiries concerning this document are welcome,
and should be directed to:

D irector
Defense Coimnunications Engineering Center
1860 Wiehie Avenue
Reston , Virginia 22090
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I. INTRODUCTION
- — Terrestrial coninunications systems, in their most fundamental

form, may be separated into two categories: one in which there is a
physical path or connection between transmitter and receiver; and a
second category in which no physical connection is present.

In the l atter classification are radio systems of all frequency
ranges and propagation modes - including line-of-sight, troposcatter,
ionospheric reflection , and terrestrial repeater - as well as various
types of optical systems which Involve light transmission across open
space. All of these terrestrial systems have a degree of flexibility
in that, with no physical connection required between transmitter and

j  receiver , there i s no requ i rement to own , l ea se , or control the
real estate between terminals.

However , because thei r propaga tion paths traverse open space ,
these systems are to a degree dependent on the presence of certain
atmospher ic phenomena , ana/or on the absence of others, to ach ieve
rel iable cornunications. Further , those transmission paths are
subject to easy interception , jamming , path blockage , ano other
man-generated probi ems.

In contrast, once the necessary right of way has been acquired
between transmitter and receiver for a physical link (traditionally
metallic) many of the above mentioned difficul ties can be overcome.
When properly installea , the physical path systems are not
susceptible to the variations in quality and reliability which often
plague open path systems.

Unfortunately, this does not mean that physical path systems are
wi thout probl ems. In fact , a substantial number of negative factors
do impact physical metallic links . These include bandwidth
limitations , radio—frequency interference (RFI), elec tromagnetic
interference (EMI), lightning effects, physical size and weight
constra i nts, mo i sture , corros ion , and crosstalk.

Thus , throughout most of the history of el ectrical
commun ications , it Is tact that many of the open path communications
link problems which were “solved” by turning to a physically
cc~nnected metallic patti, were not really “solvea ” at all —

they were simply traaea-in for a aitferent set ot equally bothersome
probletiis.

What has been needea since the aavent of wi reline communicati ons
is a physically connected link which (by its nature) eliminate s the
problems i nnerent to open path systems, but which al so overcomes the
numerous difficul ties associated with metallic wi relines and cables.
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The sol ut ion , Fiber Optics, has arrived!

This technical note includes some background on light and light
— commun ications , followed by a general discussion of fiber optics

fundamentals and theory. Al so covered are the system components,
• performance data, and cost factors, as well as detailed comparisons

with metall ic path parameters. The relative advantages of utilizing
fiber optics in a pair of typical comunications systems; some

• potential OCS applications; and the few problems remaining in this
- new approach to communications , are al so discussed.
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II. BACKGROUND
— 1. LIGHT

“The radiation, In a small region of the electro-magnetic
spectrimi, produced by the transitions of electrons from states of
higher energy to states of lower energy traveling in a vacuum at
186,281 miles per jecond, in basically a straight line from source to
detector.” ,.-

The first recorded use of light for operational communications
took pl ace well before the birth of Chri st with the Greek Army’s
employment of signaling mirrors. Other more notable hi storical
examples include the Engl ish bonfi res in 1588 which warned of the
approach of the Spanish Armada, and Paul Revere ’s l antern signal s in
1775. During the late 1800’s Hel iographs were used by the U.S. Army

• in the southwest , and even today the U.S. Navy makes use of signal
l ights to communicate between ships at sea.

On the theoretical side , as far back as the early 1600’s, Gal ileo
Gal ilei was learning to manage the optical transmission character of
li ght. Nearly 100 years later, in 1704, Si r Isaac Newton ’s na ture of
light and wave phenomena experiments were publ i shed. In the early
19th century, A. J. Fresnel established the initial mathmatical basis
for l ight transmission , and about 40 years later James C. Maxwell
developed his light propagation equations. In 1902 Max Planck
demonstrated that light energy is inversely proportional to
wavelength, and was followed by Al bert Einstein ’s uni fying theory
which provides the concept of light as we know It today.

2. FIBER OPTICS

The first use of the term “fiber optics” for communica tions i s
generally attributed to an Indian physicist , Dr. Narinder S. Kapany,
while working on his PhD at the Imperial College of Science and
Technol ogy in London in 1954. Dr. Kapany defined fiber optics as:

“The art of the active ana passive guidance of light (rays and
waveguide modes) in the ul traviolet, visible , an d in frared
regions of the spectrum, along transparent fibers through
predeterminea paths.”

Unfortunately, until just a few years ago the definiti on was
real ly all that existed. The advancement of this new “art” came
recently and rapidly as a result of several key technology
breakthroughs. H. 8aiman ’s demonstration of the Ruby l aser In 1960,
followed just 2 years later by the simul taneous successful
development of semiconductor jtinction lasers by General Electric,
IBM , ano MIT (Lincol n Lab), provided the powerful , coherent l ight
sources which would be needed for practical light communicati ons.
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After experiments- were conducted using 1—centimeter diameter
gas-filled light pipes in the mid-60’s, K. C. Kao, in 1968, became
the fi rst communications expert to direct serious attention to glass
fibers for long distance comr,iunications.

At that time typical fiber losses were above 1,000 dB/km, but Kao
suggested that glass material s of greater puri ty could sIgnificantly
reduce losses. Soon British , Japanese , German , an d Amer ican efforts
were underway, and the real breakthrough came in 1970 when the
Corning Gl ass Company first achieved (in the laboratory) several
hundred meters of a 20 dB/km fiber. This was of a sufficiently low
loss to make fiber optics communications practical .

During the succeeding years, refinements in theory, and dramatic
i~~’ovements in the design and production techniques for fibers,p!iöto diodes, injection lasers , and light emitting diodes , have
resulted in the present readiness of fiber optics to make Its formal
debut as the new standard for the world of communications.

4
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III. THE FIBER OPTICS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Fiber optics is the generic titl e now almost universally applied
to the technique of creating a communications transmission system by

— modul ating a fairly coherent light source, passing that light through
a clear optical solid conductor, and receiving the light at the
distant end for conversion back to the original modul ating signal .

Thus , i n i ts most elemen tary form , a fiber optics link consists
of just three components: An optical driver (the light source), a
l ight conductor, ano an optical (li ght) detector.

The fiber optics link is usually empl oyed to provide the
transmission path between communications—electronics (C—E) equipment
at two locat ions , as shown in Figure 1.

SITE

S~~ N A L

SOURCE I

______ METALLIC PATH ( DI3I TA L OR ANALOG SIGNAL)

FIGURE 1. BASIC FIBER OPTICS LINK

1. OPTICAL FIBERS

• There are two basic methods of employing optical fibers to
achieve an effective light bearing path : single fiber, and fiber
bundle. Both approaches are illustrated in Figure 2.

In the center of Figure 2 is shown a singl e glass fiber. Each
fiber is individually drawn from high quality glass (or occasionally

5
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plastic ) and is on the order of 100 microns in diameter for most
app l ications.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2MM

BUNDLE I

E FIBER 4 )OO

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FIBE R~~ARLE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
M

FIGURE 2. FIBER OPTICS TRANSMISSION PATHS

In the early days of fiber optics technol ogy, when only high
loss , easily broken fibers were avai l able , It was usually necessary
to use the bundl e technique to assure a satisfactory transmission
path. Several hundred fibers are held together and then surrounded
by a protective sheathing to form a bundle type cable , shown in the
upper part of Figure 2.

In application , the moaulated light is applied across all of the
fibers In the bundl e so that even wi th high individual fiber
attenuation and internal fiber breakage , a usable percentage of the
light , bear i ng the message , will get through to the detector. In
other words, In the bundl e technique each of the several hundred
fibers in the cable is carrying the sar~ie message.

The bundl e technique is still of practical val ue today for
specific applications , particu larly when an extra reserve of strength
or redundancy is required such as on military aircraft or combat
vessels.
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• As low loss , high strength fibers were developed, along with
techn iques to connect and/or splice on the smal l scale requi red, the
single fiber approach became practical and dominant. Each single
fiber is carefully manufactured and sheathed with protective material
to form an individual circui t path. Usually two or more single

• fibers, each wrapped and protected, are formed into a mul tifiber
cable as shown at the bottom of Figure 2. That typical cable , which
is al so shown in end view in Fi gure 3, cons i sts of 10 sIng le f ibers ,
each individually jacketed, and then formed Into a cable roughly 7mm
(one quarter inch) in diameter , with tensile strength members and
external protective sheathing.

JACKET

FiBER REINFORC EMENT

0 
- 

FIBER JACK ET
- 0

~~~~0 C
- C

C
C

T ENSILE MEMBERS - -

DIAMETER 7MM

WEIGHT = 44 KG KG/ KM

FIGURE 3. FIBER OPTICS lu-FIBER CABLE

Typical fiber optics caDles made today use polyurethane as
buffer material to protect the individual fiber , DuPon t KEVLAR for
tensile strength members , and polyurethane and/or polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) for ,jacketing anc sheathing.

The lu— fiber cable shown -in Figure 3 can thus provide 10
independent high capacity communications channels , although in
practice only seven or eight of the fibers would be activated ,
leaving two or three spare fibers available for expansion or
emergency.

As prev iously mentioned , as recently as 10 years ago fiber optics
was completely impractical as a con~nunications medium due to the very
high attenuation (l ,(JUu dB/km) ot existi ng fibers. Today, quality
fibers wi th only 5 to 10 dB/km attenuation are available on the open
market , and fibers on the order of 1 dB/kn, attentuation have been
produced in the l aboratory.
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As a means of emphasizing the progress , i f  sea water were as pure
and transparent as today’s glass fibers , from the ocean ’s surface you
could clearly view the ocean ’s floor at its deepest point.

— In fac t, the attenua tion losses i n commerc ial fibers have now
been reduced to the point where , in pl anning wideband systems, the
spacing of repeaters -is no longer based on a fiber attenuation loss
budget, but on one or more types of group—del ay distortion. This
“new ” problem is di scussed in some detail in the section on theory.

There is an important relationship between the wavel ength of the
light being transmitted ano the attenuation rate of the glass fiber.
Figure 4, on the fol low i ng page , is a typical optical fiber
attenuation chart for a low loss glass. The broad , high attenuation
band at~~ = 0.95 microns is due to 01-1 ion absorbtion. Material
scattering centers, smal l compared to)~, are frozen into the glass asit solidifies , and cause Rayl eigh scattering loss , which varies as 1/?~as shown. But of primary interest to fiber optics systems designers
are the two low l oss spectra l reg ions :

X= 0.8 to 0.85 microns , and ?~= 1.06 microns

Littl e thought was required to recognize that wi th the glass
attenuation profile essentially fixed , the achievement of a
successful fiber optics system would depend on just two factors:
devel oping reasonably powerful optical sources to operate in either
(or both) of the low loss regions; and devel oping photo detectors
with good sensitivity to receive at those same wavel engths.

As it worked out, with proper selection of material , there were
no major obstacles to accomplishing both oDjectives.
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SCATTERING LIMIT
1 I I I I~~~~ I

0;5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
WAVELENG TH (micronsi

FIGURE 4. TYPICAL OPTICAL FIBER ATTENUATION CUR VE

Note: The mar~i valleys and peaks in the attenuation curve woul d seem
to bel ik statements and another attenuation chart that appear
l ater in\the theory section. Those indicate that fiber
attenuati~~ is essentially “fl at” across the digital spectrum
of modulati’~n bandwi dth. Actually, both the diagram above and
the one to follow are correct. For clarification it must be
remembered that we are now far up in the electromagnetic
spectrum wi th wavel engths measured in microns. Thus a
modul ation bandwi dth of even 1,000 GHz would occupy only a
smal l dot along the horizontal axis of Figure 4 above.

2. LIGHT SOURCES

There are two types of l ight sourc e dev ices curre ntly in serv ice
as optical drivers. One is the light emitti ng diode (LED) and the
other is the injection laser. The “lo w budget” source is the LED.
The fiber optics LED is a refined version (smaller and more powerful)

• of the LED uni ts found in the visual display s of pocket calcul ators,
digi tal clocks , and CB radios. Figure 5 shows the cross section of a
Burrus LED. The Burrus LED (named for its inventor at Bell
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laboratories) is characterized by the well which is etched in the top
of the n reg ion.

A second type of LED is the face emitting LED (which Is similar
: in appearance to the injection laser shown -in Figure 6). both LED

types have about the same radiance and are usually made wi th gallium
— . arseniae with 10 percent al uminum doping to produce light at 0.8

mic rons , just Inside one ot the two low loss regions (Figure 4).

-
~~ MULTIMODE FIBER

______
~,/

1 
~‘-~~~~EPOXY

______  _________METAL TAB

TL f~ (n
ioo,tmL ~~~~~~~~J- —--ACT IVE REGION

-~~~~~~~~ - LJGHT EMISSION REGION
METALLIZATION

RADIANCE = 1O100 W!srlcm2
P (FIBER) 0.1 mW
MODULATION BANDWIDTH = 200 MHz
SPECTRAL LINEW ID TH = 350 A

PROJECTED LIFETIME > 100,000 HOURS

FIGURE 5. BURRUS LED

The tairly coherent light output of the LED has a spectral wi dth
on the order ot 350 angstroms anu can be successfully modulated to a
few hundred Mhz. Figure 5 also depicts the most common method of
coupling the optical fiber to the LED. In production , a short length
or “Pigtail” of fiber is positlonea to establish the conn~rtion , andIs then permaner~tly fastened to the LED with epoxy. Later, In
installing the system, It is only necessary to use connectors or a
splice to join the other ena of the “pigtail” wi th the outgoing fiber
cable. Similar methods are used for coupling Injection lasers and
photo detectors to optical fibers.

The high efficiency , higher cost light source is the
semiconduc tor Injection laser , shown in Figure 6. This device
employs a doubl e-heterojunction structure , as illustrated in the

10
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figure, to obtain better carrier and optical photon confinement for
increased gain. The power output to the fiber is about 2.5
milliwatts , or 25 times that of an LED.

UETAWC STRIPE
CONTACT 

-

\ ~~~~~~\ L — ~ ~~~~~~~~~400~~m

t .
INSULATiNG -

tAYER 
- 

- -

— ACTIVE - - - ‘ - - 
- - - -

REGION - - - - - -  - - - ‘ _
~ f~ 

P($OURcE) = 5MW CW

- - - - - - ~~~~~ J ~ (FIBER) = 2.5 MW CW

DATA RATE = 500 MI,l a
META LLI ZATION

SPECTRAL IJNEWIOTH = 20 A

PROJECTED LIFETIME > 100.000 HOURS

FIGURE 6. SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASER

The l aser spectral linewidth is narrow , on the order of 20
Angstronls, permitting modul ation into the several GHz range. As with
the LED , the furthest developed and most used material for injection
laser production is gallium arsenide wi th al uminum dopi ng to the 0.8
micron low loss region.

A substantial l evel of research is al so being expended on an even
more coherent light source, a sol id-state Ion laser made with a
crystal of YAG (yttrium-aluminum-garnet) doped with neodymium (Nd).
The output of an iId:YAG laser is in the 1.06 micron low l oss region
and its longer wavel ength provides an additional Rayleigh scattering
advantage (see Figure 4). The spectral width is less than 1
Angstrom. With these parameters, modul ation bandwidth s of many
gigahertz are possible. However, the Nd :YAG rods must be optically
exci ted or “pumped” by external LED ’s, and due to a long fluorescence
lifetime of the upper laser l evel , must be externally modulated as
well. Thus the solldstate ion laser is complicated and costly and It
appears that the semiconductor lnje’tion laser will remain the
primary high quality light source fc-r wi deband fiber optics systems
for some time.

3. LIGHT DETECTORS

Just as there are two primary types of light sources, there are
two basic categories of light detectors.

11
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FIGURE 7. OPTICAL P—I—N DIODES

The “Low Budget” optical receiver is the junction type -
posi tive—intrinsic-negative (p-i-n) photodiode. Three commonly used
semiconductor material s are available wi th responses In the 0.8 to
0.85 micron region: gallium arsenIde , si l icon , and germanium. The
latter two materials are also responsive in the 1.06 mIcron region.
The silicon technology is the most highly devel oped and ft is
therefore the preferred material for most diodes.

Figure 7 shows the construction details of two p— i—n diodes.
Part (a) Is a front—Illuminated silicon photodiode and Part (b) Is a
similar side—illuminated device. For use at 0.8 microns the
depletion layer would be about 30 microns thick , producing a quantum
efficiency of 70 percent ana modulation to several hundred MHz - an
excellent match for the LED outputs discussed earl ier.
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The hi gh pertormance, high cost optical receiver is the aval anche
photodiode (APD) which comtiines optical detection with internal
anlplification of the photo current. As with the p-i—n diode , si l icon
Is the usual material , but high quality germanium APO ’s have al so
been proauced. Gain times bandwidth (G x BW ) products in the range
3u to 100 have been reported for both silicon and germanium APD ’s.

Figure 8 depicts three types of construction. Part (a) Is a
front-illuminated silicon APO. Part (b) is a side-illuminated
silicon APD which has shown superior response at ?¼= 1.06 microns and
is the most likely choice in that region. Part (c) Is a
front-illuminated APD of germanium construction.

Not only is the APD cost per unit still about three times that of
a p-I-n photodiode, but the APD requires a power supply of several
hundred vol ts gain-stabilized against variations in temperature.
Thus APD use Is generally restricted to higher cost systems in
combination wi th lasers to achieve wide modul ation bandwidths.

Thus , two systems confi gurations are available as listed in Tabl e
I.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF LOW COST AND HiGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS

Low Cost High Pertormance

Optical Driver LED Injection Laser

Fiber Hi gh loss or Low loss
Bunale

Fiber Attenuation 20 dB/km + 5 dB/km ±,

Optical Detector p—i—n diode APD

/ Modul ation Bandwidth MHz — several GHz -several
Hundred

Spectral Width 350 Angstroms 20 Angstroms

Emission Wavel ength U.b Microns 0.8 Microns

Repeater Spacing 2 km 8 km
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IV. OPTICAL FIBER THEORY

The transmission of light Gown a cyl indrical glass fiber
waveguide is a very compl ex physical phenomenon which Is most
accuratel y, though with some difficulty, portrayed through the use of
wave formalism. On the other hand the use of ray optics is not
Incorrect , and , if skew rays are avoided by taking a rectangular
rather than circular cross section , a simpl er , more easily understood
expl anation is the result.

1. STEP-INDEX MULTIMODE FIBER

The most elementary fiber optics waveguide consists of a glass
fiber with a core 60 to 80 microns in diameter and an index of
refrac tion n 1 surrounded by a 20 to 40 micron thickness of cladding
(glass or pl astic) with a somewhat lower i ndex of refraction nL.
This type of fiber construction is called step—Index mul timode, as
there is just a single sharp change , or step, in the refracting index
(core to cladding ), and the fiber core Is large enough to accept
l ight at many angles of incidence (mul timode).

FIgure 9 shows a typical meridional ray, R, entering a
step-index , mul timode fiber . -

‘~2 (Cladding )

- 

n~ r~i (Core )

9o~~v
v

_
_ _ _

FIGURE 9. LIGHT RAY ENTERING A STEP—INDEX MULTIMODE FIBER

The maximum angle of light ray acceptance (max imum val ue for the
external angle b.) where the ray R will still be totally internally
reflected, is defined as ø . The exact val ue of ~ is dependent on
the indices of refraction of the core and cladding; in the fol lowing
relationship:

Sin ~~~= (n 1
t _ n1

Z )~~

In the traditional optic sense, the quantities in the above
equa tion al so def i ne the numer ical aperture (l ight accepting
capacity) of the fiber. That is:

N A = S i n ~~
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All light entering the waveguide at external angles ~. equal to
or less than 

~ will be internally reflected and transmitted. Light
entering at angles greater than ~~~~~ will be partial ly ref rac ted Into
the cladding and quickly dispersed, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. DISSIPATION OF LIGHT RAY ENTERING A FIBER AT AN ANGLE
GREATER THAN 8~

As the light rays travel down the length of the glass , they are
attenuated (as would be expected) by material absorbtl on due to
impurities in the glass.

Figure 11, on the fol lowi ng page, compares the characteristic
attenuation of two typical high-grane optical fibers wi th that of
several commercial metallic coaxial cables.
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Figure 11. CABLE ATTENUATION (dB/km)

Note that a fiber produced with a 5dB/km attenuation holds
essentially that same val ue regardless of the bandwidth of the
modul ating signal .

As a practical example , assume a single fiber link Is being
planned for 500 Mb/s operation, and the selected optical driver
(laser) output power and detec tor (APD ) sensitivity provide a circuit
loss budget of 65 dB. (This is a realistic figure.) If a high
quality 5 dB/km fiber is chosen the link coul d easily be p~snned for
8 kilometers between repeaters (40 dB loss). This would still 3110w
a 25 dB margin for splices (about 1 dB each), coupling losses (driver
to fi ber , and fiber to detector), and a safety factor.

At the same bandwidth , a 10 mm diameter metallic coaxIal cable
would sustain a loss of approximately 150 dB/km, or a total ly

• unusuable 1,200 GB for an eight kilometer run. The al ternative Is,
of course, closer repeater spacing for the metallic coaxial cable at
a signi ficant additi onal cost.
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The fiber optics performance in the above exampl e sounds almost
too good to be true. It i s in fact true , but there is a catch. As
the purity of glass fibers has improved ( resul ting in lower
absorbtion loss) , the circui t limiting factor for optical fioers in
wideband applications has become group-del ay distortion in the form
of digital pulse spreading.

The cause of pulse spreading In optical fibers is depicted in
figure 12. Three selected light rays from the driver output are
shown , all (of course) modul ated simul taneously with the same message
signal , in this example the leading edge of digital pulse P (see
Figure 13).

FIGURE 12. PULSE SPREADING IN AN OPTICAL FIBER

All three rays enter the fiber at exactly the same time, 
~~~~, 

and
all three rays are within the max iuvn angle of acceptance of the =

fiber. But each ray is obviously, and by definition , travel ing In a
different mode In the glass , and , because light moves along each ray
path or mooe at the same vel ocity , i t  may readily be seen that the
net progress of each ray down the length of the fiber (along the
center axis) is not the same . Thus , at an arbitrary time, t,, (a
number of nanoseconds l ater), the signal has suffered noticeable
multimode group-delay spreading, and the once-sharp edge of pul se P
(at t~,) is distorted (spread) as shown at time t,.

I
A
B
C C B A

FIGURE 13. MULTIMODE GROUP DELAY PULSE SPREADING
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While the vel ocity of light is high , and the dimensions of the
fiber smal l , this spreading over several kilometers of cable at wide
bandwidths (which require narrow, close spaced pul se:) does become
significant.

2. GRADED—INDEX MULT IMODE FIBER

One approach , and the one most comonly used at present, to
combat the niul timode del ay problem is through the use of
graded—index , mul timode fibers. The graded index fibers are
approximatel y the same diamete r (‘a’ lOu microns) as step index fibers
(multimode), but they have no cl adding to provide reflection back
into the core area. Insteao , the fiber is built up in such a manner
that the refractive index of the glass becomes gradually l ower as one
moves away from the center axis of the fiber and towara the fiber ’s
outer edge.

n
~‘
-

~-— lowest

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FIGURE 14. LIGHT REFRACTION IN A GRADED IUDEX MULTIMODE FIBER

Li ght rays entering the fiber are not reflected at all , but are
gradually (by the continuous small changes in the refractive index )
refracted or bent back toward the center of the fiber. The result is
a considerable shortening ot the maximum (worst case) path length when
compared with a reflecting, step-index type of fiber. The step Index
path is shown by the dotted line in Figure 14. (The path as it woula
be in a step—inciex fiber).

With the maximum path (ana all those in-between ) much closer in
actual length to the direct path along the guide axis , the net result
is consloerably less multiniode group—del ay spreaci and a significantly
higher oigital transmission banawidth capacity for a given length of
cable.

Early production difficul ties have been overcome , aria the
graded- Index , mult imoce fi ber is the choice for most wicieband
applications tooay .
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3. STEP—INDEX SINGLE—MODE FIBER

There i s a second, even more effective method “f reducing
mul timode group—del ay spread, which, for all practical purposes,
el iminate s it enti rely. The optical fiber is manufactured wi th the
basic step Index , core/cladding relationship, but wi th the core so
small in diameter (on the order of 3 to 5 microns) that only light
propagated directly along the single mode of the center axis can
enter.

0o~~~00 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

—

~~~~ R

FIGURE 15. LIGHT PROPAGATION IN A STEP—INDEX SINGLE-MODE
F IBER

While the use of the single—mode fiber eliminate s pulse spreading
due to mul ti mode group—del ay spread , it uncovers a new group—del ay
prob l em which was a lesser contr ibutor  before, but which now becomes
dominant (dominant at a higher transmission rate - we do not lose the
progress niaue so far ) .  The “new ” problem is group—del ay distortion
caused by material dispersion. Material dispersion is the spreading
del ay attributable to smal l internal variations in the index of
refraction of the core glass as a func t ion  of the wavel ength of the
light carrier.

Within current technology littl e can be done to the glass fiber
to control this dispersion problem . Thus it is important to reduce
the light carrier , at whatever wavel ength , to as narrow a bandwidth
as possible. In fact, with available narrow spectral wi dth injection
l asers (‘a’ 20 angstronis) and good quality fiber , modul ation bandwidths
of several gigahertz have beei achieved . With the extremely narrow
sol id—state Na:YAG l aser (~

‘ 1 angstrom) modulation bandwi dths of well
over 10 gigahertz are expected. The bandwidth limiting factor will
probably be the capability of the external modul ator circuitry.

Al though the step- index single-mode fiber has considerable bandwidth
advantage , it will probably be some time before it is available for
routine applications. This Is due to the extremely smal l diameter of
the light carryinq core. It Is not difficul t to imagine the problems
inherent in attempting to properly align and then splice ,
particularly in the fiel d, the ends of two glass fibers each only
one—fi fteenth the size of a human hair.
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V. CONSIDERATIONS FOR SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

1. ADVANTAGE S OF FIBER OPTICS

In the introduction it was stated that fiber optics provided the
sol ution to numerous problems associated wi th metallic transmission
paths. That statement can best be illustrate a by a series of
compar isons between fiber ana metallic paths for a number of design
parameters. This will be fol l owed by two app li ca t ion s exampl es and a
discussion of three areas which may cause problems for certain fiber
optics applications.

a. Size. Individua l optical fibers are typically only 75 to 125
microns in diameter. This compares wi th the human hair which
averages 70 microns in diameter. Multiple fiber cables can thus
average only 5 to 7 millimeters in diameter and even very high
capacity confi gurations wi th as many as 144 indiviaua l fiber paths
need run no more than 13 millimeters (one-hal f inch) in thickness.

To equal that bandwidth carrying capacity with normal metallic
coaxial cable would require a cable wi th 300 times the fiber cable
cross-sectional area !

b. Weight . At the low capacity end of the spectrum (a single ,
narrow—oandwidth path such as a twisted wi re pair) much of the weight
is in the c bl i ng material , not the conductor. However , even here
fiber opt ics has a fair wei ght advantage ; the twisted wi re pair
weighs about 35 kg/km . but a two-fiber cable weighs only 25 kg/km.
And of course the fiber has a far greater bandwidth capacity
available ~t neeaeo.

At 20 Mb/s the two-fiber cable still weighs 25 kg/km but the
requi rec’ twin coaxial cable tor even a reasonable repeater spacing is
well over ho kg/km - a more than tour to one advantage in  favo r of
fiber optics.

At composite T—4 rates (roughly a 270 Mb/s total in a multi ple
coaxial caole) the weight advantage is 240 to 1, for the cable alone.
In addition , there are the repeater spacing advantages.

c. Strength. In early fiber optics devel opment , the low
physical strength and brittleness of the glass fi bers in comparison
to copper wi re was of some concern. Stronger , more pure tibers arid
improvea cabling techniques have overcome the strength proDl em.

In addition, glass fibers that strenath test at more than 10U,UUO
pounds per square inch have been produced in the laboratory (Bell) by
using laser beam heating to reduce surtace fl aws , and by pro tec tive
coating the finisheo fi ber wi th an organic resin compound .

- 
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d. Reliability. At present the lifetime reliability objective
for components of a full-period con~nunications system is generally onthe order of 100,000 hours (about 11 1/2 years) before failure.

Fiber optics is in the unique position of not having been around
long enough to actually test any of its components for 11 1/2 years
(or even 5 years in most cases), but accelerated tests under excess
heat conditions indicate a current status as shown In Table II.

TYPE HOURS

FIBER 100,000 ++

LASER DRIVER 20,000 ~
L.E.D. DRIVER 50,000 ~~

PHOTO AVALANCHE DETECTOR 100 ,000 +

P.I.N. DETECTOR 100,000 +

TABLE II. FIBER OPTICS COMPONENT LIFETIMES , 1978 STATUS

Note: The arrows provide a rough sense of anticipated future
progress toward achi ev in g  high component lifetimes .

it woul a appear that  the optical arivers requi re additional
development, but in fact initial laboratory tests of newer techniques
seem to indicate that injection lasers may now have been developed
wi th a 1 million hour (more than 100 hundreci years) lifetime.

Fiber optics has al ready reacheu the point where the lifetime
limi ting tactor is usually the associated electronics circui try.

e. Cost. As in every new technology , the initial costs were
quite high for extensive research and devel opment programs, an d for
procuction start up. Thus , while the 1970 single fiber cost was
about $1uU per meter, it has tallen to less than $1 per meter today.
A typical 10 fiber cable (10 single fibers plus cabling costs) may
now be purchased on the open market for $10 to $12 per meter.

In 1974 a quality injection laser was available for $3,600. That
fi gure , in just 4 years, has dropped to about $100 each in smal l
quantities. ~pod quality LED’ s are now selling for less than $2u.

¶ 
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Photo aval anche diodes were first produced for fiber optics
applications about 7 years ago at around $500 each. That figure is
now about $150. The less sensitive p-i-n photo diodes may be
acquired for under $50.

• S I B - SIB

SOURCE : INTERNA TI ONAL RESOURC E
DEVELOPMENT , INC.

S500 M

NOT L PR ESENT T E L E C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
CA BLE MARKET IS APPROXIMATELY

$100 M - $100 M $2 BILLION ANNUALLY

o IOM
1977 1980 1917

FIGURE 16. FIBER OPTICS — 10—YEAR U.S. MARKET FORECAST

The International Resource Development company, in a recent study
report (Figure 16) has indicated that the $10 million 1974 fiber
optics comercial market is expected to expand to an incredible $1
billion annually by 1987. By comparison , the total United States
teleconiriunicati ons cabl e market is now about $2 billion each year.
Should these dramatic sales gains materialize as forecast, there Is
no question that further signifiant reductions in fiber optics
hardware prices will occur.

f. Repeater Spacing. Most metallic cables carrying significant
bandwidths (~O Mb/s and higher) must be engineered for repeaterspacing at 1 to 3 kilometer Intervals. In practice, spacings of 1.6
and 1.7 kilometers are quite coninon.

A fiber optics system carrying the same digital signal can easily
sustain a 7 to 8 kilometer spacing, and 10 to 12 kilometers between
repeaters for present 1—3 rate applications is not unrealistic. This
improved repeater spacing facto r, generally four or fi ve to one over
metallic cable , results in addtional impressive cost and weight
savings for fiber optics systems. -
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As more effecti ve techniques for handling single-mode fibers are
devel oped, along wi th higher purity f iDers and more effecti ve
narrowbano lase rs, the per-circuit cost efficiency of fiber optics
will far surpass all other conmiunicatlons transmission means.

I believe it on the conservative side to predict that fiber
optics systems in the mul tigigahertz modulation ban~w1dth range , with
15 kilometer repeater spacing , will be utilized in the field by 1983.

g. Other Characteristics. Si ze, weight, and bandwidth capacity
considerations alone would make tiber optics a very attractive
alternative to metallic cables , but in addition to all this , fiber
optics cables are electrically nonconducti ng. That special property
tends to el iminate essentially all of the remaining probl ems which
now plague meta llic paths.

Fiber optics systems are inunune to line surges, effects of
lightning , and signal ground loops . Fibers do not generate
electromagnetic interference, nor are they susceptibl e to such
interference from power li nes , radio waves , adjacent cable systems,
or other sources. The result is a very low noise figure. As
nonconductors , optical fibers cannot cause destructive short circuits.

Moisture is a constant problem wi th metallic cables , particularly
in underground (buried) applications , resulting in short circuits ,
power losses , corrosion , and increased crosstalk. (ilass fibers are
normally not aftected by moisture . The exception occurs when a fiber
optic s cable Is improperly installea wi th excessive tension placed on
the fiber itsel t (rather than on strength members). Then , the
presence of water can slowly expana existing micro cracks on the
floer ’s outside surface and eventually cause the tioer to break.

Properly constructed ana sheathed fibers wi ll not accept Stray
light incident on their outside cladc iing and thus crosstalk is
non-existent (usually statea as being too low to detect by current
methods and standards).

For military applications , the tact that optical fibers do not
radiate electromagnetically el iminates any potential TEMPEST
problem ( see note on page 27), and as nonconductors they neither
generate nor carry the destructive electromagnetic pulses (EMP ) which
are created in metallic conductors Dy the high fields associatea with
nuc l ear weapons detonations.

The softening ~~int of glass generally occurs several hundreddegrees Centigrade highe r than the mel ting temperature of copper
wi re , but thermal expansion misma tch between the core and cladding
could cause aifficul ty at temperatures soniewhat l ower. However, as a
rule, the cabling material for both copper wi re and glass fibers
would suffer heat damage before the conductor Itself. Cabling
damage , aue to the potential for short circui ting , is of course i~ore
of a problem for the metallic cable.

- 
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2. APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

a. Commercial Telephone Metro Area Access Tr~~king. ~In thiscomparison chart of two similar capacity cables (actually, the
optical fiber cable provides twice the bandwidth ) the cable cost is
the same. But the size and weight savings for the fiber cable are
immense , and the requirement for more repeaters with the metallic
system (almost six times as many) more than compensates for the cost
of the optical driver and detector circuitry at each end of the fiber
optics system.

1-4 Metallic Cable Fiber Optics Cabl e

TYPE 18 Tube Coaxial 24 Fiber

CAPACITY 9 x 30 Mb/s 12 x 45 Mb/s

DIAMETER 75 mm 10 mm

WEIG HT 12,000 kg / km 5u kg / km

COST $ 26,000/km $ 26 ,000/km

REPEATER SPACING 1.7 km 10 km

b. Miltary Field System. For this exampl e of an 8-Km military
fiel d system using a 20 Mb / s signal rate, the planning requi rement Is
real . The small twin-coaxial cable utilized in the tactical
environment requires a compact repeater about every 400 meters to
sustain the 20 Mb/s rate. The potential replacement system (fiber
optics) requires no repeaters, provides a 50 percent cost ana weight
sav ings , and will handle twice the modulati on bandwidth , if needed,
at an equal or better bit error rate (BER).

Twin Coaxial Cabl e Fiber Optics Link

CABLE COST $ 8,000 $ 8,000

REPEATERS 19 (1

REPEATER COST $ 18,000 (TOTAL) I)

TERMINAL COST 0 $ 4,000 (TOTAL)

SYSTEM WEIGHT 750 kg 300 kg

TOTAL COST $ 2b ,000 $ 12,000

~~~~~~~~ ~r-~:
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3. PROBLEM AREAS

Although fiber optics provides a significant iuiprovement over
metal l ic  cabl e circui ts in almost every respect, there are
nonethel ess a few problem areas. Each, however , is only a problem In
certain appl ications , and each of the foll owing may be sol ved by
present research.

a. Bridging and Conferencing. Because of the optical nature and
smal l si ze of the fiber optics transmission medium there are
obviously difficul ties Inherent in attempting to distribute the light -

signal in either collecti ve or individual addressee , mul tiple
terminal networks. Methods of packing several light signal s (of
sligh tly different carrier wavelengths) onto a single fiber are being
investigated, as wel l as various means of spl itting and/or combining
fibers serving individual terminal s in the same net. Optical
techniques under study include bidirectional couplers using a glass
mixing block wi th internal mirrors ; T—access couplers consisting of
bent Pyrex rods bonded to a mixing rod; and star distribution
couplers. All , however , Involve significant insertion loss , and are
in general only effective in relati vely short distance , fiber bundl e
type applications.

b. Repeater Power. A problem exists in the provision of
electrical power to operate repeaters on long haul fiber optics
circui ts. In many routine metallic cable applications the repeater
power simply rides along on the metallic conduc tors of the cable ,
and is tapped off at each repeater. With fiber optics there is no
electrical path , so repeater power must be provided by: (1) Adding
a metall ic pair to the fiber optics cable (which increases weight and
size , and more importantly reduces the fiber cable ’ s immunity to
electrical effects and phenomena ; (2) using internal batteries
and/or solar cel ls , or (3) locati ng eac h repeater near a source of
commercial el ectrical power.

Each of these “sol ut ions ” can create additional logistics
problems , although good systems planning can often avoid muc h of the
impact.

c. Electrical Signaling Path . In certain nonmul tiplexed wi re
line applications , the metallic path of the wi re or cabl e Is used to
pass an AC ringing signal in addition to the voice message signal . As
there is no metallic path in the fiber optics cable such ring ing
currents must fi rst be converted to a vo ice frequency tone and then
sent as a part of the voice band modulation. Thus there is a
requi rement for ringi ng signal conver ters , generators , and filters,
which adds significantly to system costs. But, as previously stated,
this problem exists for only a few specific nonmul tiplexed wirel ine
type applications.
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VI . POTENTIAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE OCS

In addition to the numerous benefi ts provided to all classes of
communications users , the nonsusceptibility of fiber optics to a
variety of nuclear phenomena makes this new technology of special
interest to the military community.

• The si ze and weight savings are of considerabl e logistics val ue
for both tactical and strategic employment, and the electrical
isol ation and nonradlating properties of optical fibers provide
sol utions for a number of TEMPEST proolems. The latter two
characteristics coupled wi th the extremely smal l size of the fiber
and the nature of the signal (light Instead of electric) being
transmitted also assure a substantial degree of intrinsic physical
security. (See note on this page.)

Thus it seems likely that the military communications
communities , both tactical and strategic, should and probably will
become signi ficant users of fiber optics technology in the near
future.

The followi ng specific applicatio~s might be prime candidates forfiber optics empl oyment in the OCS:

- Satellite ICF

- Protecteu Wirel Inc Di stribution Systems

- Wiaebana Tech Control Patch & Test

- DCS Cabl e Segment Rep lacemen t
- Transportabl e/Recoverable ~iodule Interconnects

- LOS “Down The Hill ” Radlo/Mux Links

- Computer Processor/Terminal Security

Note : It is emphasized that the security related advantages cited are
in the areas of TEMPEST considerations and physical security
(such as making it difficul t to pl ace a tap on a circuit),
rather than in actual message encryption. In the present
state-of-the-art there is no absolute message or transmission
security capability i nherent In Fiber Optics; thus
cryptographic equipment Is still requirea for classifieci
traffic and bulk transmission securi ty applications.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Today, In many types of applicati ons, both civil and military,
for approximately the same cost as a metall ic circui t, a fiber optics
system can be installed which will prov ide the potential for a much
greater bandwidth capacity, and;

— Immunity f rom lightning, EM!, RFI, TEMPEST , EMP, groundloops,
and crosstalk. - 

-

- Electrical isol ations no spark/fi re hazard , destructi ve short
circui ts, noise, ringing, or echoes.

— Hi gher strength , higher temperature tolerance , and resi stance
to moi sture/corrosion.

- Smaller size , lighter weight , and lower power consumpti on.

The only signi ficant disadvantage is the requirement for the two
additional components (optical driver and optical detector) and their
associated circuitry , and , in certain situations , the requirements
for remote repeater power.

The potential communications applications for Fiber Optics are
limitl ess, and , l ooking even a bit further ahead, this new
technol ogy may ultimately make practical the provision of high
qual ity digital  CAT V , as well as various query/response and two—way
computer interfaces , in every home.

It would appear that nothing el se in favor of fiber optics need
be said , but there is nevertheless one final pl us factor. As
communications bandwi dth requirements cont inue to increase , metallic
cable production takes an ever larger bite of one of our country’s
most critical material s — pure copper.

On the other hand , to make an optIcal fiber,

“Take one large pile of sand. .

I
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